Ming’s Swimming Cub

486 South Washington Avenue
New York, NY, 10006
Phone : (646)071-2987

JOB TITLE: Swim Instructor

Job Summary

Responsibilities:
• Hold productive and engaging 30 minute lessons.
• Set up and clean up lesson station.
• Keep accurate and timely records of all lessons taught, purchased, scheduled.
• Follow and Complete Swim School Skills Sheets for all groups and children taught
• Maintain open communication with students and students’ family about the progression of the lessons and future goals.
• Maintain constant surveillance and visually scan assigned area of responsibility every 10 seconds, provide instructions, and prevent accidents.
• Caution swimmers regarding unsafe practices and safety hazards, enforce pool rules and regulations.
• Have knowledge of First Aid, CPR.
• Rescue swimmers in danger of drowning.
• Perform with a high level of customer service and ensuring a positive customer experience.
• Maintain a professional appearance and demeanor, including abiding by uniform requirements.

Required
• Certification
• At least 2 years’ experience

Location
• Indoor swimming pool at 486 South Washington Avenue, New York, NY, 10006

Apply/Contact Information
Email resume to Ming at membership@swimclub.net.